GUESS WHO INSTRUCTIONS

The first round is played with celebrities right side up.

1. Using the game board of upright celebrity faces, secretly choose one person and remember them in your head, and circle them with your (blue pen). Your opponent will try to guess which person you chose.
2. The youngest person goes first. They will first ask a question that can be answered with a “yes” or “no”.
   a. Example: Does your person have brown hair?
   b. If the answer is yes, then you know that everyone with blond hair can be eliminated.
   c. If the answer is no, then all the people with brown hair can be eliminated.
3. To eliminate a face, just make a mark or star their face.
4. Keep taking turns asking questions until someone can guess who is the other person’s person.
5. When you are ready to guess, make your guess instead of asking a question.
   a. If you guess wrong, you lose the game!
   b. If you guess right, you win the game!
6. Choose a different person on consequent rounds!

The second round is played with celebrities upside down.
The third and fourth rounds are played with wasp faces.

Once in breakout room - pick partner. Go in circle, say partners name, then your guess.
IF TOO LOUD, type in chat partner’s name, then your guess.